It is shown that if there exists a supercompact cardinal then every set of reals, which is an element of L(R), is the projection of a weakly homogeneous tree. As a consequence of this theorem and recent work of Martin and Steel [Martin, D. A. & Steel, J. R. (1988) Proc. Nall. Acad. Sci. USA 85, 6582-65861, it follows that (if there is a supercompact cardinal) every set of reals in L(R) is determined.
The subtle relationships between the existence of certain large cardinals and regularity properties of various simple sets of reals is one of the striking developments in modem set theory.
One of the first results in this direction is that of R. Solovay (cf. ref. 1) , which states that if a measurable cardinal exists then every 12 set of reals is Lebesgue measurable and has the property of Baire. An unusual aspect of Solovay's argument is the use of the method of forcing. Prior to this the uses of forcing had been limited to obtaining independence results. Martin (2) I show here that the existence of a supercompact cardinal implies that every set of reals that belongs to L(R) has a certain structural representation from which the regularity results, such as measurability, easily follow. This is made more precise through a sequence of definitions.
For our purposes the set of reals, R, is the set 0d of all functions f:o -t) , wherew = {0, 1, . . ., k, . . .}is the set of nonnegative integers. We let I'm denote the set of all finite sequences of elements of w and for s E i< 'let N, be the set, Ns = {f 8 a': f [ 1(s) = s}, where 1(s) = length(s). The set {N, : s E A<"} generates a topology on of it is the product topology derived from the discrete topology on 0. Endowed with this topology a'xis homeomorphic to the Euclidean space of irrationals. Suppose X is a set. We denote by X 'the set of all functions f: t-s Xand we denote byX<' the set of all finite sequences of elements ofX. We adopt the usual convention that X"' is the set of all functions f: dom f xsuch that dom f Ecowand ifs E X" then dom s = i(s) = length(s). Suppose A is an ordinal, A > 0. A tree on o x A is a subset T C a' x AX"' ' such that for all pairs (s, t) E T, Suppose X is a nonempty set. We denote by m(X) the set of countably complete ultrafilters on the Boolean -algebra P(X). , is a measure on X if ,u E m(X-). For A E m(X) and A C X we write ,u(A) = 1 to indicate A E Au. Suppose that X = Y<' and that ,t E m(Y< '). Since A is countably additive, there is a unique k E w such that IL(yk) = 1. Suppose .ul, y, E m(Y< '), ,ut(Y') = 1, and ,2(Ykl) = 1. Then A < 2 (u2 projects to ,ul) if k1 < k2 and, for all A C yki, p 1(A) = For our purposes an easier formulation of weak homogeneity is actually more relevant. This is given in the easily verified lemma below.
LEMMA. Suppose A is an ordinal and that T is a tree on co x A. The tree, T, is weakly homogeneous ifand only if there exists a countable set ao C m(A'<) such that for all x E p [T] there is a countably complete tower, (pt : k Ecl w), of measures in C such that for all k E (0, ptk(Txk) = 1.
There are two minor points. First, if T is a tree on co x A and (ouk: k EE a) is a countably complete tower of measures in m(A' ), where for some x E co, /.Lk(Txtk) = 1 for each k E co, then x is necessarily an element ofp [T] . The second point is that in the case of weak homogeneity (following the notation in the definition) it is only the range of ir that is important.
If T is a weakly homogeneous tree then a is a witness for this if oa satisfies the conditions in the statement of the lemma. Suppose ,u is a measure in m(X) and that K is an ordinal.
The measure ,u is K-complete if for any S C ,u with ISI < K, n S E ju; i.e., if S C P(X) is a set of cardinality < K such that forallZE S, 4Z)= lthen f(n{Z:ZES})= 1.AtreeTon co x A is K-weakly homogeneous if there exists a witness of for the weak homogeneity of T containing only K-complete measures. T is < K-weakly homogeneous if T is a-weakly homogeneous for each a > K. Martin Notice that if Ua E a then a is stationary (these are the degenerate stationary sets). There is some conflict with standard usage: a cofinal subset of a singular limit ordinal is never stationary in the preceding sense. For each ordinal a define a partial order P.<, as follows: P<a = {a: a is stationary and ht(a) < a} and for all a, b E P<., a ' b if(i) Ub C Ua and (ii) for each Z E a,Z n (Ub) E b. Q<a is the suborder of P<a given by G<a = {a E P<a : a C P (Ua)} = {a E P<a: each Z E a is countable}. Similarly, A C 0<8 is semiproper in Cl0<6 if sp(A) contains a set closed and unbounded in P01(V8+1). Coll(w, < a) then NG =m NG2; i.e., NG1 and NG2 satisfy the same formulas of the language of set theory with parameters from M. We say an inner model, N, is a symmetric extension ofM for Coll(w, < a) ifM C Nand NaM NG in V[G], where G C Coll(w, < a) is V-generic. This is a first-order property of N in a predicate for M. LEMMA 4. Suppose M is an inner model of ZFC, A E M and M l= "A is a strong limit cardinal." Suppose T C R is such that (i) for all x E T, there exits P C M and g C P such that M "IP 9 < A," g is M-generic for P, and x E M[g], (ii) for all x, y C T, R n M(x, y) C T, and (iii) sup{ca(X) : x E T} = A. Then R n M(T) = T and M(T) is a symmetric extension ofM for Coll(w, < A). E THEOREM 4. Suppose K is supercompact and G C 0<K is V-generic. Then {8: 8 < K and G n <8< is V-generic for Q<a,} is unbounded in K.
Proc embedding. Thus j"(Ua,) E j(a6). However, Ua6 = V1, and soj"(V11) Ej(a6). But V1 = coll(j"(V16)); hence, for some P E V16 and g E M, g C P, g is V11-generic and (R#)v"'gl ¢ (R#)m. 
